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Abstract
This workshop will introduce participants to a model of kinetic origami called a curlicue which can be used in mathematical lesson. By exploring the relationship between the length of paper strip and the number of curlicue layers, participants can learn basic trigonometry. The workshop will have three parts. The first part will be an introduction to the benefits of using origami in mathematical lessons. The second part will be analyzing mathematical properties of paper folded curlicue, while the third part would be folding curlicue models. This kind of lessons can be applied in regular mathematical lessons and enhance teaching and learning process.

Introduction
These three parts workshop provides an example how can mathematical lessons based on regular curriculum be enriched and expanded with creative activities. Creativity and art in education should be a priority, since there is a need in creative and scientifically educated workforce [4], [7], [9]. This concept is still not fully integrated in the teaching process, since there are many obstacles such as lack of resources or teachers' trainings [13], [17]. We have chosen origami as an illustration how can artistic elements and folding process of curlicues be used to learn high school trigonometry in innovative way. This kind of activity can be applied by an individual teacher in regular school condition.

Origami and Mathematical Education
The first part of workshop (20 minutes) would be dedicated to the application of origami in mathematical lessons. Origami activities of creating a model by following the procedure and examination of the modification have a great potential in the process of teaching mathematics [21], [15], [20]. What is more, the combination of hands-on and minds-on activities increases interest in mathematics, especially in geometry and spatial relations [14]. In our case, we have chosen trigonometry to illustrate an example how mathematical concepts can be demonstrated through creative origami.

Trigonometry
Trigonometry is the basic part of high school curriculums worldwide [16], [10]. This important concept is part of many advanced mathematical courses, but also architecture, physics or engineering rely on trigonometry [20]. Understanding of trigonometry needs the ability of students to coordinate among different representations and objects, such as abstract, visual or concrete. Also, students need to know how to formulate that in algebraic expression [2], [19]. Teaching trigonometry usually begins with the definition of the ratio of right angle triangle sides. Regardless the simple introduction, educational research classified trigonometry as difficult for students. In our workshop, we use origami in order to enhance understanding of trigonometry. That is an innovative approach, since majority of studies in the field are based on the investigation of the technological and interactive environment usage in the trigonometry and teaching and learning [6], [10], [11], [14].

Mathematical Properties of Paper Folded Curlicue
For the purpose of the second part of the workshop (40 minutes), we have used the models of the curlicues that are presented in the book “Curlicue, kinetic origami” by Assia Brill [5]. This book was used as the main resource, besides multiple tutorial videos on the Internet. Through hands-on activities we would present folding process of a simple strip square curlicue. This unique paper folded model looks like
kaleidoscopic star patterns. Simple folds of paper strips generate astonishing spiral form with changeable shapes while moving. Participants would have possibility to fold curlicues with the help of video instructions prepared by high school students of Petro Kuzmjak School where the workshop was also applied during the mathematical lessons. Curlicues folded by students are in Figure 1.

The starting point of folding would be trapezoidal paper strips cut by participants which would provide different folding outcomes since everyone would start from a different strip size. The first valley fold determines rotational orientation of the curlicue. Figure 2 shows starting folding steps of curlicue that rotate clockwise. Valley and mountain folds are alternating till the end of the paper strip when the curlicue needs to be locked in order to be able to rotate. It can be done by mountain folds or twist fix method [22]. This part of the workshop would end with exploring different forms of curlicue obtained by the participants. Participants should notice that number of layers depends on the length of the paper strip which would be an introduction the third part of the workshop.

**Figure 1: Examples of curlicues**

**Figure 2: Basics steps for folding curlicue**

The underlying mathematics in the folding curlicue. The third part of the workshop (30 minutes) would be dedicated to the revealing how the number of curlicue’s layers depends on the paper strip length. Exploration of mathematical properties of curlicue would illustrate underlying mathematics and
trigonometry in this origami model [1]. In Figure 3 we can see the sketch of the paper strip that is used to fold a curlicue. It is in the form of a trapezoid because it has a pair of parallel sides. The $p$ and $q$ are the bases and the length (L) is the altitude.

**Figure 3:** Notation of the paper strip of folded curlicue

It can be noticed that $\tan 2\theta = \frac{L}{p-q}$, where $\theta (2\theta < 90^\circ)$ is a half of the angle on the trapezoid base $p$. Following the notation from the Figure 3 we have $\tan \theta = \frac{p_1}{p}, \tan \theta = \frac{p_2}{p_1}, \ldots, \tan \theta = \frac{p_n}{p_{n-1}}$ which mean that $p_n = p_{n-1} \cdot \tan \theta$ or $p_n = p \cdot \tan^n \theta$. Let us note some of curlicue's units such as $QPP_2Q_2$ and $Q_2P_2P_4Q_4$. For one curlicue layer $(m)$ we need two units $(c)$, which can be written as $c = 2m$.

If we observe the length of the curlicue in one layer we have $L = p_1 + p_1 + p_3 + p_3 = 2(p_1 + p_3) = 2(p \cdot \tan \theta + p \cdot \tan^3 \theta) = 2p \cdot \tan \theta (1 + \tan^2 \theta)$ or in general $L = 2p \cdot \tan \theta (1 + \tan^2 \theta + \ldots + \tan^{2(m-1)} \theta)$. By simplifying expression as a sum of geometrical sequence, we get formula that describes the relationship between the length of the strip and the number of the layers:

$L = 2p \cdot \tan \theta \frac{1-(\tan^2 \theta)^m}{1-\tan^2 \theta} = 2p \cdot \tan \theta \frac{1-\tan^n \theta}{1-\tan^2 \theta}$ [1].

**Summary and Conclusions**

This workshop describes how to use hands-on activities and paper folding of curlicues in order to revise trigonometry and other mathematical concepts in the high school education. Connection of this kind of activities helps in developing interdisciplinary and unconventional ways of thinking [18]. Artistic component in the STEM disciplines increase engagement and develop imagination [8]. The workshop promotes synergy between different approaches of learning, where one topic is examined from two perspectives: origami and mathematics. Participants will have an opportunity witness how mathematics and art, in our case, origami can contribute to the formal high school education.
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